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ABSTRACT

Social networking sites provide opportunities for informal and social learning of academic practices in higher education, yet not all academics engage in these spaces. This qualitative study suggests that while Twitter offers informal opportunities for academic development, inhibiting factors prevent staff from establishing their social presence and participating in conversations on academic Twitter. In a pervasively digital era, rethinking academic development practices is required to build digital capacity and digital identity of staff to support participation on social networking sites for academic learning and development.
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Introduction

The social networking site Twitter is an influential space where academics share and discuss practice, which thereby has the potential of contributing to the development of such practice in higher education (Costa, 2013; McPherson, Budge, & Lemon, 2015; Stewart, 2016; Veletsianos, 2012). While many studies tend to focus on the benefits that social networking sites offer to academic practice, they fail to capture the wide range of experiences, including the concerns of staff using them. Common assumptions are that higher education staff, with appropriate digital and technical skills, can participate on social networking sites for the purpose of developing academic practice. However, as some have pointed out (Beetham, 2015; Lupton, Mewburn, & Thomson, 2018), the factors that enable participation on social networking sites are more nuanced than merely acquiring technical skills. To bridge the gap in current research, this paper focuses on the lesser heard concerns of staff, exploring in particular their experiences of Twitter for the purpose of informal learning and academic development. The experiences highlighted here provide important insights into how in a pervasively digital era, the scope of academic development needs to reconceptualise the digital development needs of higher education staff.

Study background

Academic development is generally concerned with how staff in higher education enhance teaching and learning practices (Boon, Matthew, & Sheward, 2010; Gibbs, 2013; Higgs &
McCarthy, 2008; Leibowitz, 2014; Linder & Felten, 2015). To this end, it is recognised that those involved in teaching roles benefit from learning and development activities which, in turn, helps to support successful student learning (Rienties & Hosein, 2015). Yet, time-poor staff have been unable to wholly partake in formal opportunities for professional learning, resulting in calls for alternative, flexible, and informal learning opportunities (Mårtensson & Roxå, 2015; Slowey, Kozina, & Tan, 2014). Informal learning is conceived as social energy shaped by opportunities for engagement in solving problems of practice (Eraut, 1994; Marsick & Watkins, 1990). Conversations with colleagues, sharing research at conferences, reading articles, preparing articles for publication, workshops, seminars, and participating on social networking sites are all considered informal learning opportunities for academic development (National Forum, 2015).

Twitter enables individuals to create their own unique networks, making virtual discussions about professional practice possible. Indeed, staff in higher education use Twitter for various research, networking, learning, and identity development activities (Costa, 2014; Pasquini, 2015; Stewart, 2015; Veletsianos, 2012). At the same time, some researchers consider Twitter unfit for academic purposes (Fransman, 2013), with others classifying it as a marketing tool (Rinaldo, Tapp, & Laverie, 2011). Despite various criticisms, in the main Twitter has been endorsed for academic learning (Beckingham, 2015) as enabling connections that reach beyond local higher education settings (McPherson et al., 2015) while facilitating personalised and just-in-time forms of learning (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Gerstein, 2011; Pearce, Weller, Scanlon, & Kinsley, 2010).

While Twitter has become commonly accepted as an informal academic learning space, more thoughtful attention to how staff use such technologies is needed (Oliver, 2013; Selwyn, 2013). Additionally, as academic developers we need to develop greater awareness of how staff are equipped to participate on social networking sites. Some studies have quantified and measured the purposes and benefits of social networks for higher education (Lupton, 2014; Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2012), but many of these studies have failed to demonstrate how social networks, such as Twitter, are experienced by higher education staff. To fill this gap, in this paper I explore the use of Twitter for the purpose of academic development to draw attention to the challenges faced by staff when using it. The research was led by the following questions:

- What are the experiences of staff using Twitter for informal learning and development of academic practices?
- What are the barriers experienced by staff using Twitter for informal academic development and learning?

Exploratory research

In this research, I sought to establish how higher education staff routinely use Twitter and investigate the barriers they experience in doing so. In exploring these questions, I aimed to provide recommendations for future academic practice by revealing ‘possible lines of action’ (Biesta, 2007, p. 16). The case study approach was chosen to illustrate the range of experiences of staff using Twitter, and to facilitate critical reflection and interpretation. Seven case studies explored the experiences of higher education staff using Twitter for
informal learning (O’Keeffe, 2016). The study was designed ethically to prevent harm to participants, case descriptions were anonymised to protect confidentiality, and dissenting opinions of participants were respected (Bergold & Thomas, 2012).

Participants, who were recruited via links to an academic development programme, comprised both lecturers (n = 3) and professional staff involved in academic development and learning technology roles (n = 4). Each of the seven participants represented a case. Thus, seven case descriptions (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014) were produced using semi-structured interviews exploring participants’ use of Twitter for informal learning and academic development purposes. Prior to researcher interpretation, each participant reviewed and confirmed their case description.

Next, I used thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) to generate and define themes from each participant. I produced a case display table (Miles et al., 2014) that summarised central themes from each case description, enabling the identification of similar and divergent themes across the cases. This paper highlights the following themes that arose across the case studies: confidence, vulnerability, belonging, and capacity to participate on academic Twitter.

Findings

In the interviews, participants commonly claimed that social and informal learning was key to their academic learning and development. Coupled with this, Twitter was regarded as an informal and accessible means to stay abreast of advances in education and practice, which echoes findings of other research (Holmes, Preston, Shaw, & Buchanan, 2013; Krutk & Carpenter, 2014; Skyring, 2013).

However, what was most interesting is that while advocating social and informal modes of learning, each participant used Twitter in unique ways. Some participants exhibited a high level of participation on Twitter, establishing social presence by posting regularly and communicating with others online, while others preferred to observe online posts and conversations, rather than actively participating in virtual discussions. Indeed, this study found that some participants completely avoided establishing social presence or interacting with others on Twitter.

Much of the literature related to professional learning acknowledges the social nature of learning through networks and communities (Dochy, Gijbels, Segers, & Van Den Bossche, 2011; Eraut, 1994). Similarly, the community of practice model (Wenger, 1998) values involvement in communities, enabling novices to connect with advanced practitioners and supporting learning through participation. Findings here demonstrate that although participants considered Twitter a means for social and informal learning, their routine actions did not involve overt social participation on Twitter; instead, they remained at the peripheries of online communities. The data revealed inhibiting factors, which are explained next.

Confidence: ‘I’m not confident about it being open’

Maurice, a lecturer with 10 years’ experience and a qualification in learning and teaching, had professional confidence that underpinned his capacity to post about academic practice on Twitter:
I suppose it’s a subject I feel very confident in, but because a lot of the people in this area, which is education, are lecturers who are interested in the topic but maybe have not engaged in it in an academic sense, by which I mean like you know literature or having done courses or whatever. I’m not putting myself up here but I’m just saying I am informed.

Maurice had posted tweets, thereby establishing social presence that enabled his participation on Twitter communities. However, he was aware that other professionals might be more hesitant about posting online:

I suppose people would be perhaps cautious that they may say something silly, misrepresent the institution, misrepresent themselves.

Paul, an early career lecturer, confirmed Maurice’s hunch, suggesting that he did not post on Twitter due to a perceived knowledge and status gap between him and other academic tweeters. He reasoned that ‘people I subscribe to are kind of fairly high up’.

Coupled with this, he preferred reading the Twitter stream to posting:

It’s in my nature, I like to kind of stand back and just observe [laughs] and, I don’t know whether I’d have . . . I wouldn’t feel ready to have a . . . but in a way having an opinion or something.

Similarly, Denise, a learning technologist, claimed that Twitter was for:

Colleagues who know a lot more than I do in an area and just watching what they do, the strategies they employ.

Although Denise avoided posting on Twitter, she posted and shared information among a private Google group of colleagues. Within this private community, she felt safe to share her practice, knowledge, and opinions:

I’m not sure what it is about me that I’m not confident about it being massively open, the social media, but if I know who I’m talking to I’d be more confident about saying it, about tweeting something . . .

Denise had confidence expressing her professional knowledge among colleagues, with whom she had established relationships, but among unknown online Twitter audiences she was hesitant to post. This resonates with Hughes’s (2010) concept of ‘knowledge-related identity congruence’ (p. 47). Denise did not feel her professional knowledge was consistent with the knowledge of other education professionals using Twitter; she, therefore, preferred to read the Twitter stream rather than participate by posting or having conversations with others on Twitter.

Matt, who works in an academic development role, suggested that efficacy in navigating Twitter was important and recommended that some staff might need assistance to demystify participating on Twitter:

It may be a bit more of a challenge, just breaking down the fear factor, knowing how to actually use it.

Indeed, others have noted that engaging online requires the development of new styles of informal and rapid communication, cultural practices that run counter to formal academia (Lupton et al., 2018).

Data from Maurice, Paul, Denise, and Matt raise interesting points about the confidence necessary for participation in communities on Twitter. For Maurice,
confidence in his professional knowledge enabled posting on Twitter. In contrast, Denise and Paul perceived gaps in their knowledge and status, which inhibited them from posting. Furthermore, for Matt, knowing the conventions of online communication on Twitter was vital.

**Vulnerability and risk: ‘that poor woman, to have seen Twitter at that time’**

Carol, a learning technologist, recognised that tweets became long-lasting records of opinions online:

I hate not being able to edit tweets, I absolutely hate that, so that would certainly be a barrier in that I think I would agonise over tweets for too long before sending them.

This perception made her apprehensive about posting on Twitter, which is congruent with other research that notes the vulnerability and sensitivity that can be experienced when doing so (Stewart, 2015). Similarly, Denise liked to read posts on Twitter but chose not to participate in online conversations, mentioning ‘I don’t have that bravery’, thereby indicating her feelings of vulnerability.

The potential for negative criticism on Twitter concerned Denise. She was ‘hypersensitive’ and worried that other professionals could negatively judge her posts in the online space. She described an email to all staff at her university, which triggered unwarranted criticism from university peers. This negative experience affected her subsequent online actions and she chose not to post work-related comments online. Denise acknowledged the importance of critiquing academic work practices, but felt that criticism could sometimes be delivered in unconstructive ways online.

Additionally, Denise witnessed a destructive Twitter event at a conference, when a sales person made a pitch to delegates, prompting unpleasant tweets:

It was just going so downhill, it really turned into a very destructive … it ended up being a product pitch which seemed to irk a lot of people and people got … people would rant … that poor woman, to have seen Twitter at that point in time.

For Denise, these incidents confirmed the potentially damaging power of posting on Twitter. She feared becoming the target of similar abuse, leading to her reluctance to express herself online. Similarly, boyd (2009, 2014) writes about experiences of hostility on Twitter and questions how social networks can be effectively and constructively used, while limiting situations that contribute to vulnerability and potential abuse.

**Belonging and identity: ‘you don’t feel like you have that personal relationship’**

Referring to face-to-face professional learning, Paul said:

I guess because you’ve a very one-to-one or you’ve a relationship with the people, you know they’re in the same class or same group, where in Twitter you don’t feel you have that personal relationship.

In face-to-face contexts, Paul valued exchanging information and learning from others, and felt affinity with academic staff. However, he did not have close relationships with peers on Twitter, implying the challenges of establishing relationships online. In part, this
was due to Paul’s absence of knowledge congruence with other professionals on Twitter. In this regard, Wenger (1998) describes how a negative picture of one’s position can affect participation in communities. So, it seems that Paul’s self-perception of his knowledge and status limited the development of his social presence on Twitter, preventing him from developing relationships and establishing belonging in online communities.

In contrast, Maurice referred to his regular social interaction on Twitter for educational and non-educational purposes:

The way I approach Twitter is professionally with, maybe, a personal twist.

Maurice developed connections and instigated conversations with others on Twitter; this participation contributed to the development of his identity in online communities. As a consequence, Maurice became recognised as a knowledgeable educator and was invited to write articles for websites and periodicals about teaching in his discipline.

Similarly, Ben discussed making connections via Twitter with staff beyond his institution, prompting inter-university teaching and learning collaborations. By posting on Twitter, Maurice and Ben had become known to others, thus opening up professional conversations on teaching and learning. Maurice was of the view that he had cultivated a sense of belonging in communities on Twitter that offset professional isolation, a finding that resonates with other perceptions of Twitter as a virtual staffroom (Lupton et al., 2018):

I think you’ll be ploughing a lonely burrow if you weren’t able to connect with people in that way you know . . . I like the conversational aspect of something like Twitter.

Maurice and Ben had created identities as educators on Twitter. However, Paul’s lack of social presence on Twitter inhibited his identity and hindered the development of relationships and belonging to online communities.

**Capacity to participate on academic twitter**

Ben and Maurice viewed questioning and debate as important for academic practice:

Ben: I’m sure debate develops our own understanding of whatever is being presented.

Both were confident expressing critical views and participating in academic discussions on Twitter, a practice considered vitally important to the professional learning process.

However, while Matt was accustomed to posting online and making social connections on Twitter, he was reluctant to use Twitter to question or critique opinions. Similarly, Louise was hesitant to post differences of opinion online as it could be perceived as vilification of others:

It’s not good to be negative, really is it? And particularly to do it in written form. I would be very hesitant to give criticism, even constructive criticism online. I’d be very slow.

Both Matt and Louise preferred to be agreeable on Twitter, even though this could be critiqued as unquestioningly echoing the sentiments of others (Rheingold, 2010). On the other hand, Ben perceived that academic debate could happen on Twitter in respectful ways if academics had the appropriate skills and conventions to communicate online in constructively critical ways.
Other researchers in this area suggest there is much preparation needed to build the capacity of staff to participate on social networking sites (Beetham, 2015; Devine, 2015; JISC, 2014). In this study, those who had the capacity to participate on Twitter had confidence in their professional knowledge. They had well-formed academic identities, which underpinned their confidence to express professional knowledge on Twitter. Maurice’s confidence in academic knowledge and practice empowered him; on the other hand, Denise and Paul lacked confidence in their professional knowledge. Matt highlighted the need to build efficacy to participate on Twitter, which is needed for enabling staff to understand online repertoires of engagement. In sum, while identity work is core to academic development (Fitzmaurice, 2013), these data demonstrate the increasing need also to focus on how digital identity is shaped (Marshall, Barbour, & Moore, 2018).

Discussion

This study, while small in scale and limited to a local context in Ireland, provides thought-provoking insights into the experiences of staff who use Twitter for learning. Overall, participants viewed Twitter as useful for learning about academic knowledge and practices, findings that resonate with other research (Holmes et al., 2013; Krutk & Carpenter, 2014; McPherson et al., 2015; Skyring, 2013). However, the findings here show that while some participated overtly on Twitter, others chose not to establish social presence or engage in conversations. Consequently, this brings to light diverse modes of participation on Twitter, while uncovering reasons for varying practices.

Peripheral participation in online communities

Findings illustrate that Denise, Paul, and Carol were peripheral participants in online communities on Twitter, a mode of participation that was useful for their learning needs. Wenger (1998) holds that learning can happen through various forms of social practice. Similarly, Jenkins, Ito, & boyd’s (2016) ideas on participatory learning echo this interpretation:

At any given moment, there are many different modes of engagement: some are watching and observing, waiting to participate, while others are on the floor dancing and others are much more peripheral, watching from the balcony (Jenkins et al., 2016, pp. 6–7).

While some participants did not post on Twitter, reading the Twitter stream immersed them in and exposed them to the activities of community members, and supported their professional learning. Nonetheless, through solely peripheral modes of participation these participants did not build identity among others, marginalising themselves rather than establishing a sense of belonging among members of online Twitter communities. Thus, they relinquished opportunities to reify viewpoints and construct professional knowledge with others (Wenger, 1998).

Trust and expression online

Trust is central to thriving communities (Dochy et al., 2011), yet Paul, Denise, and Carol had not established their ‘emerging identity’ (Neary & Beetham, 2015, p. 98) in the public
and precarious Twitter environment. In addition, negative incidents experienced by Denise inhibited her establishing social presence on Twitter, reinforcing Wenger’s (1998) belief that destabilising events can detrimentally affect the health of communities.

Neary and Beetham (2015) acknowledge the importance of ‘vulnerability, boredom, isolation, frustration, compulsion – as well as our curiosity, excitement and professional interest’ (p. 98) for online spaces. Maurice’s professional confidence strengthened his participation on Twitter, but he acknowledged the hesitancy of others to express themselves online. While all of the participants valued learning from peers, it seems they felt at risk in expressing their professional selves and knowledge on Twitter. Paul, Denise, and Carol felt vulnerable when considering posting on Twitter. Certainly, online expression carries implications and risks (Beetham, 2016; Cole, 2015; Duggan, 2014; Stewart, 2016), and evidence here illustrates various tensions for professionals as they negotiate and navigate social networks. On social networking sites, contexts of expression collapse and meanings can be interpreted adversely by broader audiences (Marwick & Boyd, 2011). To evade this problem, Denise, Paul, and Carol avoided communicating on Twitter, thus sidestepping public visibility to potential online audiences. Stewart asserts that ‘participation makes us visible to others who may not know us and makes our opinions and perspectives visible to those who may know *us* but have never had to grapple with taking our opinions or positions seriously’ (Stewart, 2014, p. para. 9). On the other hand, at the same time Stewart highlights how those who engage instrumentally on Twitter, without participation in communities, might not benefit from the care and responsiveness that such networks offer. Stewart asserts that participation in communities mitigates the hazards of online presence and provides online participants with opportunities for respect, hospitality, approval, and encouragement. These online virtues help develop confidence in the professional self, and enable expression and posting on sites such as Twitter.

**Perceptions of power**

Paul and Denise perceived a hierarchy online that inhibited their participation on Twitter. They interpreted a professional gap between themselves and others, emphasising hidden power structures that exist in online social spaces. Similarly, Singh (2015) asserts the need to be cognisant of power differences online: privilege and marginalisation created by race, gender, or positions held. Indeed, concerning gender, Neary & Beetham declare that ‘participating online feels different if you are a woman’ (2015, p. 98). While Paul and Denise perceived a lack of knowledge on their part, it is possible that other factors affected their capacity to participate in Twitter and find affinity in online communities. Perhaps differences in gender and tenure contributed to their confidence and identity, and affected their capacity to present themselves and participate in online communities. While conclusions about forms of privilege on social networks fall outside the scope of this study, issues of power clearly inhibited participation on academic Twitter for some respondents.

**Developing confidence and identity**

Paul, a new lecturer, had not yet developed a positive and confident sense of identity as an educator, which impacted on his capacity to post on academic Twitter. By contrast,
Ben and Maurice had established their identities within online communities, which strengthened and secured their belonging. As academic developers, it is important that our professional confidence building and identity development work (Fitzmaurice, 2013), much of which is delivered by both formal and informal professional development activities, extend into the digital realm so that we can continue to support the development of confidence, professional knowledge, and identity in an increasingly – digitally and socially – networked world.

**Implications for academic development practice**

This small-scale study, while limited to a local context, provides much-needed insights into the experiences of higher education staff using Twitter. Previous studies have established the gains to academic practice that participation on sites such as Twitter can afford, and this research sought to clarify Twitter as an informal learning space for staff, notwithstanding varying modes of participation among staff.

There is no ‘escaping the digital’ (Lupton et al., 2018, p. 15), yet this study highlights reluctance to participate in online communities that social networks such as Twitter offer. While we are only beginning to come to grips with and understand social networking sites, this study provides insight into factors that inhibit participation in online communities offered by Twitter. A key finding is that we need further thinking and discussion about managing the risks and benefits for staff on social networking sites (Pasquini, Wakefield, & Roman, 2014; Rinaldo et al., 2011; Stewart, 2014). Indeed, Stewart (2016) questions whether we are mindful enough of the situations into which staff and students place themselves when using Twitter for learning and educational purposes.

Although staff may at times feel compelled to use social networks such as Twitter, this research shows that many feel underprepared for the task. If sites such as Twitter are to become widely adopted in academic practice, then the field of academic development needs to widen the scope of practice to include the development of digital capacity, so that staff can navigate and participate on social networking sites while building professional confidence and identity. Moreover, it is important that critical discussion should lead to development through greater understanding of social networks and what they mean for academic practice.

Undoubtedly, the scope of academic development work is evolving. While academic developers are responsible for supporting higher education professionals in relation to, among other things, increased confidence and engagement in critical thinking, we also need approaches that support the growth of the digital academic. These approaches should be aligned with current professional development offerings so as to include more advanced forms of digital capacity building, thereby supporting appropriate conventions and practices for online engagement while shaping the identities of digital academics.
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